This morning’s Program

08:30/10:30 Stakeholder Perspectives continued
- Government Perspective – Tasso Azevedo
- Labor Perspective – Laudinho Souza
- Industry Perspective – Luiz Cornacchioni
- Investment Perspective – Colin McKenzie

10:30 Coffee Break

10:45/11.30 Initiative Updates
- FAO Voluntary Guideline for Planted Forests – Linda Rosengren
- FSC Plantation Standards Update – Anders Lindhe
- CERFLOR Plantation Standards Update – Lucinano Lisboa

11:30/12 noon Confirm afternoon program
Process reminder

- **Perspective presenters**
  - No more than 15 minutes……..please!!!
  - Stay on message…..role of IMPF in Brazil

- **Update presenters**
  - No more than 10 minutes…..please!!

- **Other participants**
  - 2-3 questions or clarifications per session
  - No extended statements….please!!!
  - And stay on message…role of IMPF in Brazil
Afternoon Session – Breakout groups

- Two Breakout Groups each with a translator:
  1. Social issues
  2. Environment issues

- Task over 90 minutes: Appoint a facilitator and a reporteur
  1. Prioritize key IMPF related issues – aim for top 5….but no more than 10
  2. For each issue, propose concrete next steps towards resolution
  3. Be pragmatic – focus on issues and responses than can be implemented over the next 3-5 years

- Group report backs and plenary discussion after afternoon tea
The Forests Dialogue

Breakout groups & Process - rationale

- Leverage the expertise of International and Brazilian participants

- First synthesize of our very rich and diverse content

- Deliver outputs on the Brazilian IMPF experience that:
  1. Local actors might act on
  2. Will inform the TFD’s IMPF Initiative